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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks. Assume any

missing data. Use of Khosla's charts, is

permitted.

Unit IV

7. Find length of spillway for the data : ht of

spillway crest from river bed = 100 m,

discharge = 8800 m3/sec, Submergence level

above FRL = 10 m, Max clear span = 12.5 m,

pier thickness = 3m. 15

8. (a) What do you meant by morning glory

spillway ? Explain it. 7.5

(b) Why stilling basin are provided ? Explain

the functions served by appurtenances like

chute blocks, end sill and baffle blocks

by neat sketches. 7.5
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Unit I

1. (a) Describe with sketches different types of

canal escapes which can be constructed

on modern canal projects. 7.5

(b) Describe necessity and functioning of a

distributory head regulator and a cross

regulator in a canal system with neat

sketches. 7.5

2. Design an expanding and contracting transitions

for a channel for the following data :

Bc = 20 m, Bf = 10m, Lf = 10m (contracting)

Lf = 15 (expanding). 15

Unit II

3. (a) What is the necessity of providing fish

ladder ? Explain its working with a

sketch. 7.5

(b) Enumerate three corrections along with

check of exit gradient those are applied

in Khosla's theory. 7.5

4. State and explain Bligh's creep theory and write

down formulae used for design of a vertical

drop weir by Bligh's theory. 15

Unit III

5. (a) How does practical profile of a dam is

different from theoretical one and why ?

7.5

(b) Write down equations of wave pressure

and silt pressure of a gravity dam ?

Explain their parameters. 7.5

6. (a) Differentiate between a constant angle

and a constant radius arch dam with

sketches. 7.5

(b) Distinguish between horizontal and

vertical piping in earth dams. Suggest

permanent measures to check vertical

piping. 15
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